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Healthcare Detection
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Experiment: Using the Core ML model

Core ML model Core ML Your  app
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ii(x, y) = X x0≤x,y0≤y i(x 0 , y0 )
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Experiment: Using tflite model
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1. Training 2. Deployment

Phase #1 : Train Face Mask Detector
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Advantages

1 2 3
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Conclusion
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ACL Digital, an ALTEN Group Company, is a digital product innovation and engineering 
leader. We help our clients design and build innovative products (AI, Cloud, and Mobile 
ready), content and commerce-driven platforms, and connected, converged digital 
experiences for the modern world through a design-led Digital Transformation framework. 
By integrating our strategic design, engineering, and industry capabilities, we help our 
clients decode the digital world and accelerate their growth journey.
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